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Demystifying Internet of Things Security: Successful IoT Device/Edge and Platform Security DeploymentApress, 2019

	
		Break down the misconceptions of the Internet of Things by examining the different security building blocks available in Intel Architecture (IA) based IoT platforms. This open access book reviews the threat pyramid, secure boot, chain of trust, and the SW stack leading up to defense-in-depth.
		


		
			The IoT...
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Environmental Issues in Automotive Industry (EcoProduction)Springer, 2013

	The automotive industry is one of the most environmental aware manufacturing sectors.  Product take-back regulations influence design of the vehicles, production technologies but also the configuration of automotive reverse supply chains. The business practice comes every year closer to the closed loop supply chain concept which...
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Business in the Cloud: What Every Business Needs to Know About Cloud ComputingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	A close look at cloud computing's transformational role in business


	Covering cloud computing from what the business leader needs to know, this book describes how IT can nimbly ramp up revenue initiatives, positively impact business operations and costs, and how this allows business leaders to shed worry about technology so they...
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Competing with High Quality Data: Concepts, Tools, and Techniques for Building a Successful Approach to Data QualityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Create a competitive advantage with data quality


	Data is rapidly becoming the powerhouse of industry, butlow-quality data can actually put a company at a disadvantage. Tobe used effectively, data must accurately reflect the real-worldscenario it represents, and it must be in a form that is usable andaccessible. Quality data...
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Electronic Commerce (Networking Series)Charles River, 2003
The fourth edition of this best-selling title gives a complete overview of  the electronic commerce environment. It has been revised and completely updated  to reflect the most recent trends in e-commerce, including new material on  security technologies, server options, enterprise applications, and investing  online. Covering everything from...
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RFID in ManufacturingSpringer, 2008
Information systems for manufacturing often follow a three-layer architecture based on an enterprise resource planning (ERP) layer (for order planning), a manufacturing execution system (MES) layer (for factory control), and a shop floor layer (for machine control). Future requirements on flexibility and adaptability require a much closer...
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A Mathematical Introduction to Robotic ManipulationCRC Press, 1994

	A Mathematical Introduction to Robotic Manipulation presents a mathematical formulation of the kinematics, dynamics, and control of robot manipulators. It uses an elegant set of mathematical tools that emphasizes the geometry of robot motion and allows a large class of robotic manipulation problems to be analyzed within a unified...
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Threat Forecasting: Leveraging Big Data for Predictive AnalysisSyngress Publishing, 2016

	Drawing upon years of practical experience and using numerous examples and illustrative case studies, Threat Forecasting: Leveraging Big Data for Predictive Analysis discusses important topics, including the danger of using historic data as the basis for predicting future breaches, how to use security intelligence as a tool to develop...
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Sustainable Operations and Supply Chain Management (Wiley Series in Operations Research and Management Science)John Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Sustainable Operations and Supply Chain Management addresses the most relevant topics of operations and supply chain management from the perspective of sustainability. The main focus is to provide a step by step guide for managerial decisions made along the product life-cycle, following a path made up of the following steps: product...
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Global E-government: Theory, Applications and BenchmarkingIGI Global, 2006
Interest in e-government, both in industry and in academia, has grown rapidly over the past decade, and continues to grow. Global E-Government: Theory, Applications and Benchmarking is written by experts from academia and industry, examining the practices of e-government in developing and developed countries, presenting recent theoretical research...
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π Stacked Polymers  and MoleculesSpringer, 2013

	This book covers broad aspects of the chemistry of π-stacked polymers and low-molecular-weight molecules, from synthesis through theory.  It is intended for graduate students and researchers in academia and industry and consists of chapters written by renowned scientists who have made significant contributions to this field in the...
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The Networked Supply Chain: Applying Breakthrough BPM Technology to Meet Relentless Customer DemandsJ. Ross Publishing, Inc, 2003

	This cutting-edge book illustrates how to implement a new breakthrough BPM technology that makes the vision of

	the networked enterprise a reality. BPM is changing the competitive business landscape. This breakthrough

	technology provides businesses with the means to manage processes across systems, people, and organizations,

	providing...
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